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Part A
[Answer any two questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

1(a). Explain the working principle of an electromagnetic flow meter. Mention the 04

advantages and disadvantages of such type of flow meter.

1(b). What are the disadvantages of ordinary Wheatstone bridge for measuring the 03

resistance for measuring temperature? What are the requirements of a conductor

material to be used in resistance thermometers?

1(c). Briefly explain the resistive method for measuring the liquid level. 03

2(a). What do you mean by telemetry? Explain voltage telemetering system in brief. 03

2(b). Show that the maximum total power in the amplitude modulated wave is 1.5 times 04

the power of the unmodulated carrier.

2(c). What is the bandwidth required for an F.M signal in which the modulating 03

frequency is2kllz and the maximum deviation is 10 kHz?

3(a). Explain the three lead methods for measuring temperature. 04

3(b). Describe the basic construction and explain the working principles of a 04

photovoltaic pressure measuring system.

3(c). A 1000 kHz carrier is simultaneously modulate with 300 Hz, 800 Hz and 2 kJlz 02

audio sine wave. Find the frequencies present in the output?

Part B
[Answer any three questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

4(a). What in white noise? Briefly point out different methods of reducing noise. 03

4(b). What is the maximum power of thermal noise? Represent the thermal noise in 04

terms of a Thevenin voltage source with a noiseless resistor. How can you

minimize this noise?

4(c). What is noise factor? Show that the noise factor, F : 1 + :'t: 03
APNt
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5(a). Briefly discuss the D/A converter using an op-amp summing amplifier. Why 04

precision reference supply is used in this type of converter?

5(b). What is weighted input? Mention some applications of digital-to-analog converter. 03

5(c). A 10-bit DAC has a step size of 10 mV. Determine the full-scale ou@ut voltage 03

and the percentage resolution.

6(a). What is digitizing a signal? For analog to digital conversion, between successive 03

approximation ADC and digital-Ramp ADC, which one do you prefer and why?

6(b). Drarr and explain the operation of a simple digital-ramp ADC (analog-to-digital) 04

circuit.

6(c). Compare the maximum conversion times of a 10-bit digital ramp ADC and a 10-bit 03

successive-approximation ADC if both utilize a 500-kHz clock Frequency.

7(a). Explain conductive coupling and power line interference for extrinsic noise. 02

7(b). Explain the successive approximation ADC using a flow chart. 04

7(c). Figure 7(c). Shows a computer controlling the speed of a motor. The 0-2 mA 04

current from DAC is amplified to produce motor speed from 0 to 1000 rpm. How

many bits should be used if the computer is to able to produce a motor speed that is

within 2 rpm of the desired speed? Using smallest number of bits, how close to 326

rpm can the motor speed be adjusted?
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Figure 7(c).
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